The James B. and Rosalyn L. Pick Museum of Anthropology

Curriculum Engagement
with exhibits and collections

The Pick Museum of Anthropology has over 22,000 objects from around the world. Enhance classroom engagement and achieve learning outcomes through object based learning.

OBJECT BASED LEARNING
- Hands on learning with objects
- Visual analysis
- Primary source material
- Customizable to your curriculum

WRITING IN THE MUSEUM
- Learn how museums interpret objects and write labels using concise, descriptive language
- Critical analysis of object representation and narrative

SCAVENGER HUNTS
Custom scavenger hunt to find objects and information in exhibits that tie to specific curriculum.

and, GUIDED TOURS can be scheduled ahead of time.

For more information or to schedule a program, visit our website at http://www.niu.edu/anthro_museum or call 815-753-2011.